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ABSTRACT 
What is the neural representation of a speech code as it evolves in real time? A neural 
rnodel of thi;; process, callccl the AKI'PHONE model, is developed to quantitatively simu-
late data concerning segregation and integration of phonetic percepts, as exempli!icd by the 
problem of distinguishing "topic" frorn "top pick" in natural discour;;e. P;;ychoacouotic data 
concerning categorization of stop consonant pairs indicate that the closure time between 
syllable final (VC) and syllable initial (CV) transitions cld.crmincs whether conoonants arc 
segregated, i.e., perceived as distinct, or integrated, i.e. fused into a single percept Hearing 
two stops in a VC CV pair that. arc phonetically the same, as in "top pick," requires about 
150 rnsec rnore closure time than hearing two ::>top::; in a vel c2 v pair that. arc phonetically 
different, as in "odd ball." When the distribution of closure intervals over trials is cxperirncn-
tally varied, subjects' dcci:oion boundaries between om:--st.op and two-:otop percepts always 
occurred ncar Uw mean closure interval (Repp, 1980). T'he ncmal rnoclcl traces these proper-
tic::> to clynamical interactions between a working rnernory for short--term storage of phonetic 
itcrns and a list categorization network that groups, or chunk::;, :ocqucnces of the phonetic 
itcrns in working nrcmoty 'J'hcsc interactions autornatically adju:ot their procc:osing rate to 
the ;;pccch rate via antornatic gain control. The speech code in the nroclcl i::; a rcwnant wave 
that. etnergc::> after bot.tonHrp :oignal::> fronr the working rncrnory ::;elect. list chu1tks which, in 
turn, read out top-clown expectations that amplify con:oistcnt working nrcnrory items. The 
resonance between bottonHrp and top-clown information clcvclops on a slower t.irne scale than 
the procc::;::;ing of bottorn-1rp in!'onnation alone. lt focuses <lttcnt.ion upon ::>peccil groupings 
in working rncnrory that arc expected based upon past experience, while inhibiting ::>pecch 
features that arc not. expect('(), as in phonemic rcotoration. ;\::;in other cxarnplcs drawn fl'Orn 
Adaptive ll.coonance 'J'hcory, it. is proposed t.lmt. all consciom speech percept.::; arc rcoona.nt 
events. In the case of VCrC2 V pairs, such a. resonance rnay be rapidly reset by inputs, such 
as C2 , thai. arc inconsi:otcnt wil.h a top-down expectation, ::;ay of C 1; or, in the absence of a 
top--down misrnatch, by a collapse of resonant activation clue to a habituativc proccs::; that. 
can take a nmch longer time to occm, as illust.ratccl by the categorical boundary between 
vc:v and VC CV. The categorical boundary for integration of VC-c:v pl,rsist:o 150 rnsec 
longer than that. of VC: 1-C2V because of the resonant dynarnics that snbserve perception of 
C. 'T'hcse categorization data rnay thus be understood as emergent propert.ic::; of a rcsonanl 
procc::>::> t.hat adjusts it.s dynarnics to track the speech rate. 
Key Words: speech perception, categorization, working rncmory, chunking, attention, neu--
ral network, adaptive resonance theory, i\1\'f, consciou:ones::> 
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1. Introduction: The Resonant Dynamics of Conscious Speech Percepts 
vVhat is the nature of the process that converts brain events into behavioral percepts? 
An answer to this qncstion is needed to understand how the brain controls behavior, and bow 
the brain is, in turn, ;,hapccl by environmental feedback that is experienced on the behavioral 
level. The nature of this connection also needs to be understood to develop neurally plausible 
connectionist models. Without it, a. correct linking hypothesis cannot be clcvclopccl between 
psychological data and the brain rnechanisms l'rorn which it. is generated. 
'I'hc present article illnstrates the hypothesis that conscious speech percepts arc crner· 
gent properties that arise from resonant states of the brain. Such a resonance develops 
when bottom-up signals that arc activated by envirotnnentaJ event;; interact with top-clown 
expectations, or prototypes, that have been learned from prior experiences. The top-clown 
expectation;; carry out a matching process that selects those combinations of bott.onHl]l fca· 
tures which arc consistent with the learned prototype, while inhibiting those that arc nol.. 
In this way, an aHcntional focu;; starts to develop that concentrates processing on those 
feature clusters that are deemed important, based upon pasl. experience. The: attended 
feature clusters, in l.urn, reactivate the cycle of bol.1.orrHlp and top-clown signa.! exchange. 
This reciprocc11 exchange ol' signals eventually equilibrates in a resonant staLe: that binds Uw 
attended features together into a coherent. brain state. Such reoonant state;;, rather than 
the activations clue to botl.onHJP processing alone, arc proposed l.o be the brain events that 
represent conscious behavior. 
A dassicaJ example of such a ma.t.ching process occms during phonemic restoration 
(Samnel, 1981; Warren, UJiJ!I.; Warren and Shennan, 1974). Suppose thai. a noi;;c is l'ol· 
lowed in1mcdiatl'iy by the words "eel is on the ... " lf that string ol' words is followccl by the 
word "orange", Lhcn under proper temporal conditions, subjects hear '·peel is on the: orange". 
II' the word "wagon" cornplei.es the sentence, "wheel is on the wagon" is heard. II t.he final 
word is "shoe", one hears "heel is on the shoe". Such experie:nc:es show that a botton Hlp 
stimulus alone, such as ''noise-eel", may not clctcrrnine a con;;cions perception. Hatlwr, the 
percept rnay be• determined by t.he sound that one expects to hear in that auditory context, 
based on previous language experiences. 
'J'o explain such percepts, one needs to understand why "noise-eel" is not heard before 
the last word ol' the sentence is even presented. 'l'his rnay be explained by the !'act that, if 
the rc:sona.ncc has not developed fully before the last word is prc~scnted, then this word can 
influence the expectations that clet.e•nnine tlw c:onociou;; percept .. One also need;; to explain 
how the expectation can convert "noise c:e:l" into a percept ol' "peel". 'I' his is attribut.ccl to 
the top-clown rnat.ching process t.hat se~lccts expected feature clusters l'or attentive processing, 
while suppressing unexpectc:cl ones. In the: "noise-eel'' example, those ;;pec:t.ral component;; 
of the noise arc: suppressed that arc not part of the expected consonant sound. 
This selection process directly influence;; phonetic percepts. It i;; not merely a process 
of symbolic inference. For cxaniplc, il' silc:ncc replaces noise, then only silence is heard. lf 
a reduced set of spectral components is used in the noise, then a correspondingly clcgradcd 
consonant sound is heard (Sa.rnuel, HJSI ). 
Given that a. re;;onant event. rnay lag behind the environmentc1l stimuli that cause it, 
one needs to develop a refined concept of how perceived psychological tirne is related to the 
tirncs at which stimuli arc presented. In particular, how can "future" events influence t.he 
perception of "past." events, yet. tirnc is perceived to always flow from past to futmc? The 
theory suggests how this is a.ccomplishccl by a resonant wave that develops from past. to 
future, even while it incorporates future constraints into its top-down decision process until 
each event in the resonance equilibrates. 
In order to represent such a process, one needs to distinguish the external input rate 
from the internal rate at. which the resonance process evolves. Since external events rnay, in 
principle, occur at arbitrary times, the internal rate process rnust have a finer tirne scale than 
any cletectabll; external rate. H rnust also be faster than the resonance tirne scale that erncrgcs 
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as a. rewlt of bottom-up and top-down interactions. 'I'hat is why differential equations 
arc used in the model. Differential equations are the universally accepted mathematical 
formalism in science that is used to describe events that are evolving in real tirnc. 
A related concern is: llow can future events influence past event.s without smearing 
over a.ll the events that intervene"! In particular, how can silent intervals be perceived 
between the words "]Wei" and "orange" in "peel is on the orange" even after "orange" 
crosses all the intervening sounds to influence "peel"? lien; again !.he nature of the top·· 
down rnatching process is paramount. This matching process can select l"cature cornponents 
that are consistent with its prototype, but it cannot "create something out of nothing". 
Silence~ remains silc.nce, no rnat.tcr how active the top-down prototypes rnay be. · 
'l'be opposite conccrrr is also of importance. II ow can sharp word boundaries be perceived 
even if the sound spectrum that represents the words exhibits no :;ilcnt. interval:; between 
lhcrn? The theory proposes lha.t. silence will be heard between words whenever there is a 
tcrnporal brea.k between t.he resonances !.hat represent. the individua.l word:;. In other words, 
c;ilence is a discontinuity in the ra.te at which resonance evolves. 
In order to rna.kc these concepts precic;e and workable, a.n analy:;i:; of psycholop;ica.l c;pace, 
no les0 tha~n or psychological time, is also required. In particular, it i0 not sufficient to 
posit processing levels that proceed, say, fronr letters to words, as in the popular lnt.eract.ive 
Activation Model (!VlcClelland and H.urnclhart, 1981; Rrmrelhart and lvlcCielland, HJS2); 
see Section 12. 'I'he language unit:; that arc Farniliar to us from daily experience, such irs 
phonerncs, letters, and words, do not form appropriate levels in a language processing hier-
archy. Snch a represmrtation cannot learn stable representations of words in an unsupcrvic;ed 
fashion, and is not consistent with variouc; data about word rc:cognil.ion (Grossberg, HJ8,1, 
1986). Ral.lwr. processing levels that cO!TlJlutc rnorc abstract. properties of audit,ory pro·· 
ccssing arc needed, in particular, a working nrcmory (Badclclcy, HJ86; Cohen ancl c:rossbcrp;, 
1986; Grossberg, 1978a: Miller, 1956) is po:;itccl herein which represents sequences of ''itcrns" 
that have been nnil izecl through prior lcaming experiences. Such itcrns arc familiar feat me 
clusters that arc prcscnl.cd within a brief time interval. 
As it.crns arc processed through time, they generate an cvolvinp; spatial patt.cm of acti-
vation across the working mernory. 'fhis spatial pattern represents both item infornration 
(which itenrs arc stored) and temporal order inl"ormation (the order in which they arc stored). 
i\ mnnbcr of articles have modeled the design principlc:s goveming such itcnHrnd-orclcr work-
ing nwmorics and have u:;cd thern to exJllain data about free recall (Grossberg, 1978a, J 978b ), 
reaction tirne dnring scqucnr.ialmotor pcrfonnancc ( Uoardrna.n and Bullock, I 991; C:ro:;sbcrg 
and Enpc:rstcin, J 986/ 1989), error:; in serial itcnr and order recall due to rapid aU.cntion shift:; 
(Grossberg and Stone, I 986a), error:; and reaction tirnes during lexical priming and episodic 
rncrnory experiments (C:ros~bcrg and Stone, J986b), and data. concerning word ~uperiority, 
phoncrnic restoration, and backward effc>cl.s on speech perception (Grossberg, 198Ci). Such 
a wide range of data fall under the purview of these working rncrnory moclc~l~ bccauc;e they 
all satisfy two simple postulatec; (Bradski, Carpenter, and Grossberg, 1992, J9~J!I; Grossberg, 
J 978a, 1978b). 'fhcc;c postulates lead to working rncrnorics that can store sequences of evcntc; 
in a way that enables them to be grouped, or unitized, into categories, or "list chunks", by 
a learning procc•c;c; that retains its stability even as new events arc stored in the working 
memory through tirnc. 
In like manner, the working mernory described in this article interacts with a categoriza-
tion network that unitizec; sequences of ilcnrs by activating nodes that represent list chunks. 
'I'hese list chunks may represent the items thcnrsclvcs or larger groupings of items, such as 
phonemes, leU.ers, ~yllables or words. 'fhe chunking network i0 clcc;igncd to select those list. 
categories t.ha.t are rnost predictive of t.hc temporal context that. the it.crns. taken t-ogether, 
collectively generate ac:roos the working rncrnory as it.s activity pattern evolves through t.irne 
(Cohen and Grossberg, HJ86, HJ87; Grossberg, 197Sa, J 98G; Grossberg a.ncl Stone, 1986a, 
1986b ). Such dmnking networks have been nscd to explain a. variety of data about. cat. ego-
2 
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rization, including the Magic Number Seven (Grossberg, 1978a) of Miller (1956). 
As the mo;;t predictive chunks arc ;;elcctccl through competitive intcra.cliono, (.bey read 
out the learned top-down prototypes that are matched against the items in working memory. 
'l'his is how the contextually correct item groupings are ;;elected, including the groupings that 
replace "noise-eel" in the phonernic restoration example that was discus;;ccl above. 'J'hus, 
by closing the bottonHrp top-down feedback loop, the rnockl clarifies how the~ process of 
unitization is linked to the process of phonetic perception. 
Learning play;; a key role in rationalizing why brain resonances cxi;;t that bind features 
into aHentional ;;tate;;. 'l'lwoe resonant dynamics are modeled by Adaptive H.eoonancc 'J'hc-
ory, or AlTI', mechanisms that were introduced in Grossberg (197Cia, HJ7Cib; sec also Gross-
berg (EJ80a) for an early review). Airi' proposes that top-clown rnatching focuses attention 
oo that the brain can rapidly learn new information without just as rapidly being forced to 
forget previously learned infonnation that is still useful. In other words, J\ llT shows how the 
brain learn;; to solve the st.a/Jj/i(y-plaslicit.y clilcmma (sec Carpenter and Grossberg (1991, 
1992, J 99~1) and C: rosslwrg (I 995) for rccen t reviews). AHT learning hereby escapes the 
type of catastrophic forgetting that bedevils all fccdforwarcl learning models, including the 
popular back propagation rnodcl of Werbos (L'l711) ancl Parker (1982) that was popularized 
within the cognitive ;;ciencc comrnunity by Httrnelhart, !linton, and Willian10 (I 986). 
A number of previou0 articles have been devoted to showing how All'[' rncchanisn1s can 
be used to explain speech ancl language data (Brad ski, Carpenter, and Grossberg, I 992, 
HHJ;J; Cohen and Grossberg, 198(), I 987; C:rossbcrg, I 978a, 1978b, 198G; Grossberp; and 
Sl.onc, J 'J8lia, 198Gb). The prc;;cnt article analyses data concerning category bonndary shifts 
that arc rneaourcd when VC 1-C 2V pairs arc experienced. llcpp (1980) presented /ib/-/ga/ 
ant! /ib/-/ba/ syllables to subjects uudcr conditions that arc described ntore fully in Section 
:3. In brief, the silence interval was varied between the initial vowel··consonant syllable 
and Uw tcnninal consonant-vowel syllable. II' the silence was short cnouglt, then /ib/)ga/ 
sounded like /iga/ and /ib/-/ba/ sounded like /ibaj. Hcpp (I 980) showed that t.lw transition 
front I)C:rcciving /iha/ to /ib/-/ba/ requires aronnd 150 milliseconds more silence than the 
transition from /iga/ to /ib/-/gaj. One hundred fifty milliseconds in a very long time 
compared with the tirne needed to activate nemons, which is at least. an ordc:r of rnagnit.udc 
smaller. Why is this shift. so large? We trace it below to how the /ib/-/ga/ and /ib/)ba/ 
resonances evolve through t.irne. In particular, a rnismatch between /g/ and the internal 
representation of a rcccnt.ly presented /b/ can reset the rc'sonance that /b/ would otherwise 
have generated, leading to a switch J'rorn an /ib/)ga/ percept to an /iga/ percept at relatively 
short silence intervals. On the other hand, a second /b/ can prolong the resonance due to 
a recently presented /b/, thus a.llowing tile percept /iba/ to supplant /ib/-/ba/ until1nuch 
longer silence intervals. 
i\ rc:latc:d issun ahont thn processing of' psychological tirnc also needs to be understood to 
explain these data. IJ' a reoonance can lag behind the stimulus event that cause it, then why 
do not resonances t.ake so long to occur that brain events cannot keep up with the rate al 
which stirnuli arc pre;;cnted? 'l'his problem could bccorne acute during processes like speech 
pnrc:cption which need to respond to both slow and fast rates of input presentation. We 
show below how a process of' a.utornatic gain control can track the speech rate throngh time 
a.ncl usc this rnnning estimate to speed up or slow down the processing rate in the working 
memory and chunking network. As a result, l.lw delays at which resonances crnergc and the 
tirnes at which they terminate can keep up with the speech rate. ln f'act, finer properties 
of the Repp (HJ80) data ohow categorical boundary ;;hifts that arc sensitive to the rnean 
silence interval; that is, the "speech rate" in his paradigrn. We show that the varia.bilit;y of 
these category boundaries derives frorn the systcm1 's efforts to generate a speech code that 
is invariant. nndcr changes in the speech rate. 
[n a sirnilar fashion, during phoncrnic restoration, Uw maxinn1m duration of the noise 
intervals that permits an uninterrnpt.ed speech percept i;; nearly equal to the average duration 
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Figure 1. A working memory that stores phonemic items interacts with list cat-
egories through bottom-up and top-down adaptive filters. Item lists in working 
memory prime the list categories, which in turn send top-down expectation sig-
nals back to the working memory to reorganize its contents through a matching 
process. 
of the rnost frequent units in the speech strcarn (Bashford and Warren, 1987). 'J'hus, noise 
intervals may be roughly as long as the average syllable duration when disconnected syllables 
arc: prcscnLcd. i\ sirnilar effect was reported by llepp, Libcnna.n, J·:ccardt, and l'csctsky 
( 1978). They presented the words "gray chip" using an interval of [ricativc noise in place of 
the second word's initial consom\ul;, and noted that "gray chip" can be heard as ''great ship" 
rnercly by increasing the duration of the uoisc. 'J'lw ltl percept appears to be labile:, and 
rnay either group with the III ("sh") to form the an'ricate III ("ch"), or rnovc across the 
intervening silence, grouping with the syllable that IJreceded the noi;;c to form a word. ln 
this study too, the tcrnporal boundary shil'tcd with the average speaking rate of the carrier 
;;cntencc. These and other studies discussed below indicate that the interactive grouping 
process is modulaLcod by contextually detcrrninecl timing infonnation, resulting in percepts 
that arc invariant with variable global speech rate. 
The discussion which follows explains how sensitivity to tcrnporal variations can be 
incorporated in the reciprocal interactions between a working memory and a clmnking field to 
produce rate-invariant speech percepts. 'fhc dynamics of rnatching input against expectation 
provide an account of temporal integration and segregation of phonetic percepts. This leads 
to the development of a neural network model of the interactive feedback proccs:.:. Computer 
sinnrla.tions of the rnodel closely approxinratc human ;;ubject performance in discrinrinating 
sLop-consonant pairs. 'J'he model is also cornpa.red with alternative rnodcls for explaining 
speech ancl language data, in particular tire f"uy,y,y logical rnodcl of perception (!VIassaro, 
I 989), the intera.ctive activation model (i'dcClcllancl and H.unJclhart, I DS.L ), and tire Tl\J\CE 
rnodcl (Jv!cClclland and Elrnan, 1986). 
2. Adaptive Resonance in Speech and Language Processing 
As noted above, the clynarnica.l interaction between items in working memory ancl list 
chunk; is illustrative of a cyclical process that bas been dc:.:cribed by Adaptive Resonance 
'l'hcory, or AHI' (Carpenter and Grossberg, 199I; Grossberg, 1978a, 1980a, 1986). T'hc 
prc~scnt application of AH'I' to model phonetic percepts is called the AHT'PHONE rnoclcl. 
4 
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Figure 2. A par·ticular list category wins the competition at the chunk level and 
generates top-down excitatory feedback that represents the category's expec-
tation. Matching between bottom-up list items and the top-down expectation 
selects those item features that are consistent with the expectation and sup-
presses the rest. ("AE" is "a" as in "hat", "NG" as in "bong"). 
An earlier version of Lhe rnodcl was briclly reported in lloardnran, Cohen, a.nd C:ro:;sbcrg 
(i!J!J:l). Within this rnodcL the interaction at the phonemic procc:-:sing stage begins with 
the :-:pecch signal being preprocessed (via prior :;tagc:s ol' adaptive resonance) into unitiy,cd 
item rcprc:;cntation:;. 'fbcse items arc sequentially stored in a working rnemory (Baddeley, 
108G; Braclski, cia!.. 1992; Cirosslwrg, J!J78a, 1978b; Grossberg and Stone, l!JSCi). The 
rate of processing in the working mcrnory ;utl/rntatically adjusts itself ba;ocd on tcntporal 
inl'orrnation in the speech :;ignal so that Uw speech representation remains approximately 
inva.riallt.. even \vit.h variable long··ternl speech rates. 
As itcnts enter l.ltc nwrnory bufFer, working memory itern nodm send bottorn-up priming 
signa.ls to list. chunk nodes via adaptive filter:;, activating several potential it.crn grouping:;, or 
list categories (sec Fignrc l ). For exarnplc:, as a spoken word beginning with "ba ... " (/IJ;l•/) 
enters the working mernory, it. sequentially activates populations responsive to the /b/ and 
then Lire f;x:j. 'I'hcsc il.cms prime chunks encoding lists that start with /b/ ancl jbmj. List 
chunks c;xhibit propcrt.ics of self-sirnilaril.y, so that chunks lor longer lists require greater input 
to exceed l.lrre:;lrold (Cohen ancl Grossberg, 1986; Grossberg, l978a). Furtltennore, larger 
chunk;; inhibit or mask srnaller ones, so that larger lists containing a prescribed sublist are 
favored over smaller ones. Sec Grossberg ( 198;1) l'or a discussion of relevant data. 
Tltu:.: tire /ba'/ chunk can become fully activated only after the /;x:/ itcrrt is activated. As 
LIH; /ba;j chunk becomes active, il. suppresses the /b/ chunk. Once active, list chunks begin 
to send top-down feedback to a:;sociated items. 'fhcse top··down signals represent a learned 
expccLation of the pattern that is stored in working rncmory (Figure 2). 'fhosc chunks whose 
top-down signals arc best rnatc:hed to the sequence of incorning data rcinl'orce the working 
rnernory items and receive greater bottonHtp signals front them. Misnratchecl chunks arc 
either not activated in the first place, or arc progressively inhibited by recurrent inhibition 
frotn the better rnatchcd chunks. As the best tnatchecl chunks receive excitatory signals front 
and crnit excitatory :;igna.ls to the working rncrnory, they continue to reinforce one another. 
As a result., a resonant wave travels across the network that ernbodies the speech code a.ncl 
percept. For cxa.rnple, cornplction of the word "bang", as in Figure 2, extends the pattern in 
5 
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working memory, rnatching the expectation from the list category for "bang" and reinforcing 
it. 'fhc erncrging resonance enables this category (and possibly related sublist categories) to 
win Uw cornpctition at the chunk level, and to complete the recognition event. 
'J'he resonant process can be interrupted or terminated by two different mechanisms: 
rnisnwtch reset and ha.IJitua.t.iFc collapse. lvlismatch reset is due to mismatch between the 
top-down expectations and incoming bott.orn-up data. When an input pattern arises in 
working memory that fails to match an active category's top-clown expectation, the catcp;ory 
loses its bottom-up support while sinHiitaneou::;ly being suppressed by conrpctition l'rorn other 
categories that rnake a better rnatch with Uw input paUern. !vlismatch reset has already been 
used to model many other spec.ch and language data, including rcaci,ion tirnc a.ncl error data 
about lexical priming ancl decision processing ( C: ross berg and Stone, 198Gb; Schvancvcldt 
and iVIcDonald, 1981 ). · · 
Habituative collapse can occur after a. resonance develops and a category maintains res-
onant activation levels for some tirnc. 'fhe synaptic transrnitter in the excitatory pathways 
between the list category and its aswciated working mernory items gradually become inac-
tivated or haJrituatcd (Grossberg, 1%G, Section 28). When habituation progresst•s past a 
u;rtain point, the signals in the pathway:; can no longer support. the resonance. ;\ctivation 
decays below the signal threshold, ami a category "collapse" occurs. Reset clue to habit-
native synaptic transrnittcrs has also been used to rnodel many other brain phenonwna, 
including visual persistence (Fntncis, C:rossbcrg, and Mingolla, 1\YH), visual afterimages 
(Francis and Grossberg, 199.5a; Grossberg, 197Cia), l'ornHnoLion interactions (Francis and 
C:rosslrerg, J99:Jb), binocular vision (C:rossberg and Grunewald, 1995), circadian rhythrns 
(Carpenter and Gro::;sberg, 198:3, 19811, J<l8:'i) and the control ol' arm nrovernents (C:aucliano 
and Grossberg, 1991 ). 
In surnma.ry, a resonance can <:ither sell'-terminate after !'tilly unl'olding curd ha.lrit:uating 
its t.ra.nsmit:tcn;, or it can be actively rc~set. by an input misrnatclr, possibly even bdore 
reaching resonant levels of activation. Both cases will be illustrated in the simulated data. 
More generally, all the key elements of the model its working nremory, chunking network, 
matching a.nd rc'sonance rulc0, and habituativc transrnittcrs have been used to explain 
many oU]('.r behavioral and brain data. In this sense, tire AHTPJJONI': rnodel provides a 
parsimonious explanation of the data targeted herein by using basic rnodcl rncchanisrns that 
seem to be utilized in rna.ny brain syst.crns. 
Tire model is clabora.tccl below after a rcvic~w of perceptual plwnomena that it will be used 
to sinrula.te. The focus is on Uw grouping over tirne of c:atcp;orica.l responses, ol'ten de:;cribed 
as tire te.rnporal integration and segH:gation ol' phonetic percepts (H.epp, Hl8S). Integration 
maps multiple speech scg;nrcnt0, e.g., phones, onto a single menta.l unit that unifies tlrern 
into a single percept.. Segregation rnaps rnultiple segnwnts onto distinct rncntal units or 
percepts. Processes in the rnodel perform these perceptual hrnct.ions through dynamical 
l'ecdback interactions between item and list. categories that arc propo:;ecl to represent :;pecch 
percepts. 
3. Segregation and Integration of Stop Consonant Percepts 
;\n example of a phonetic grouping phcnorncnon is stop conson;wt gemination. Here, 
gcmJjna.t,ion refers to the percept of a double consonant that can ari:;e !'rom a single closure 
production. In English, production of a stop consonant enrbeclclcd between two vowels could 
be perceived either as a single stop, within a word, or as two stops across a worcl bounda.ry; 
e.g., "topic" vs. "top pick." Gcrnination is generally cued by longer closure: duration, 
but can also be signaled by the burst at the onset of tire second consonant. 'J'here is a 
temporal boundary, called the singlc-gcmjmJ.ie boundary, at which one or two stops arc 
equally probable percepts. Pickett and Decker (1960) showed that Llris boundary, typically 
around 200 rnsec, was ::;ensitive to the global speech rate context. In Italian, where double 
stops can appear within some words, the boundary is also sensitive to temporal cues, in 
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Figure 3. Distributions of silent intervals used for \IC'1 ··· C\ \1 (upper time scale) 
and IIC'- C\1 (lower time scale) stimuli used in Repp (1980). 
particular, the duration of the preceding vowel (Ilos:;ctti, 19!111). 
English phonotactic rules pcnnit two phonetically difl'crcnt :;top conoonants (e.g., /b/ 
a.nd /d/) to appca.r consecutively only when the first ends a syllable and the: second begins 
the next :;yllablc. 'fhc closure interval can be artificially shortened, however, lo the point 
that the syllable-final consonant rnay nol, be pen:c:ivc:d by the li:;Lcncr. 'J'hat clo:;urc: duration 
for which one or two :;top:; arc equally probable percept:; ddincs a sjngk•-clnsl.cr boundary 
(DonnaJL ll.aphad, and Libcnnan, 1979; llepp, 1978). Thi:; boundary was reported l.o be 
approxinlatcly 70 mscc. 
Ilcpp (1980) continued his investigation ol' the role of the closure duration in ini.C~gration 
and segregation of stop consorli1nt percepts. 'J'hc purpose of the ll.cpp ( 1980) experirncnl 
was to dctcrrninc how single-cluster and single-geminate: boundaric:; respond to changes in 
the: long--tcrrn statistics (mean and variance) of silent inl.crvals across trial:;. II. was not 
expected that the singlc.-elustcr boundary would be sensitive to this rnanipulation, because 
it was thought that the intcrl'e:rcncc clue l.o later occurring J'onnant transitions reflected an 
essentially aconstic or pre-urtcgorical procc:;sing (H.cpp, 1978). 'J'hc study failed to confinn 
this expectation and, instead, provided quantitative inforrnal.ion about the adaptation of 
catc:gorical percepts to .long-tc•nn speech rate. 
The H.cpp (1980) cxperirnents used ;;l.imuli consisting or pairs of vowel--consonant (VC) 
or consouant-vowcl ( CV) syllables. i\ VC syllable was alway:; followed by a CV :;yllablc. 
Thc:;c syllable pairs were separated by a silent clo:;ure interval of variable duration. 'J'hcre 
were two sets of expcrirncnl.s. In one sci., the two consonants were perceived as phonetically 
distinct, while in the other oct, they were perceived as the same. The consonants were in all 
cases Lire voiced stops /b/ or /g/. 
i\ phonetically difl'crent pair of stops is referred to as a stop clusl.cr. ;\ phonetically 
sirnilar pair of stops is called gemjJJidc if it produces a double stop percept. The duration of 
closure for each trial was chosen randornly from a scL according to one of three probability 
distributions for each of the two classes of stop pairs (sec Figure :J). 'fhc "no anchor" case 
covered the full ra.nge of silence interval:;, a set of 11 specific values cqua.lly spaced across the 
range, with uniform probability of being presented. 'J'hc "low anchor" case used a subset 
of the 8 shortest intervals with a higher probability or the shortest interval. 'l'he "high 
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Figure 4. Psychometric functions in response to the 2-syllable stimuli for all 
6 conditions, averaged over 8 subjects. (Data reprinted with permission from 
Repp, 1980, Figures 1 and 2.) 
anchor" case usccl a. :;ubsct of the 8 longest intervals with a. higher probability of the longesl 
interval. Dcpcncling on the :;ilcnt interval presented, the VC1 C'2 \1 stimulus is pcrccivecl by 
the subject a.s either VC2\i or \IC1 C2 \l; ancl the VC:C:\1 stimulus is perceived as either 
\IC'\1 or VC C\i. With three range;o of silence intervals for both \IC C\1 a.ncl \IC1 C'2\i 
stirnuli types, there were a total of six cxpcrirncntaJ conditions. 
Eight iiubjects participated, including Hcpp hirnsclf. All had previous exposure to syn· 
thctic speech sounds. 'J'he results, averaged over all subjects, a.rc shown in Figure 11. Rcpp 
( 1980) reported that "aJl subjects tested showed these shifts, including the author who, de-
spite forr~knowledge and t,o his considerable smprise, was affected just <ls much as the other 
subjects:·• 'J'he cmves describe category boundaries between one and two stops for each ex·· 
pcrirnentaJ condition. For all conditions, subjects were more likely to perceive two stops as 
the silent intcrvaJ between the two syllables increased. 'I'hc horizontal shift of the curves in 
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relation to the range of silence interval used in each condition indicate that the subjects' de-
cisions were strongly influenced by the distribution of silences across trials. In fact, averaged 
over subjects, the decision boundary appears to be established right around the mean silent 
interval used in that condition (see Uw value of the abscissa at the 50% probability point of 
c.ach curve in Figure 4 .) Also clearly evident is the broad time gap between the single-cluster 
and single-gerninate boundaries. Hearing two ol' the sarne stop typically requires about I 50 
rnsec rnore closure time than does hearing two different stops. 
'l'hc shift of category boundaries can be viewed frorn two perspectives. On the one hand, 
a two-c;top stimulus with a given interval can be perceived as a single stop if it arises in a 
series for which the rncan silent interval is long, but as two stops if {he mean silent interval 
is sufficiently shorl,, On the other hand, the same percept can be obtained from a range or 
silent intervals if the ral.io of the silent interval presented to the rncan silent interval is fixed. 
For example, the subject has a 50% probability of hearing two stops whenever the silent 
interval in the stimulus equals the mean silent interval for the series. Thus the percept can 
be sa.id to rcrna.in jnvarjant. with changes in the long term average silent intervaL 
Concerning the statistical significance ol' these results, Hepp (1980) wrote: "One obvi .. 
ous further point to consider is the possibility that the large range-J'requcnc:y eff'ects were 
simply a consequence of the large region of uncertainty, reflected in the shallow slopes or 
the identification functions. 'I'his question was invcsl.igated by computing procluct-nwrnent 
correlations across oubjects between slopes or individual identificillion functions and extent 
of bouiHiary shift. While a rwgative correlation of -0.:3:3 wac; found in the single-geminate 
condition (which supports the hypotheois that srnallcr slopes go with larger shifts), a pos-
itive correlation of +0Ji9 was found in the single-clnster condition (which contradicts the 
hypothesis); both correlations were nonsignificant. lt should also be noted tha.t individual 
iclentifical.ion functions were~ often considerably steeper than the avc.rage functions shown 
in Figure 11, and there were several in,stances of large boundary shifts de;;pite steep slopes. 
Thus, no convincing evidence for a direct relation between uncertainty and sensitivity to 
range-frequency was found within the present cxpcrirncnt, suggesting that a slmllow .. sloped 
identification !'unction is neither necessary nor sufficient for large context efFects l.o occur." 
H.cpp (1980) rcplin1.tcd tlrc~sc results with a second cxpcrirnent that used natural speech 
stimuli, rather than synthetic speech sounds. 1\ two-alternative forced choice discrimination 
task was used to study the single cluster condition. Here, the first stop consonant, that 
preceded /g/, was varied to be either /b/ or /elf. /\gain a nmge-rn,quency effect on category 
boundaries was found, as in Figure 1L 
'· 
4. Description of Phonetic Grouping in the Model 
'J'he rnoclcl provides an .intcgra.t.ccl account ol' the gap between cluster and geminate 
conditions and boundary shifts reported in Rcpp ( 1980) as follows. First, assn1ne a consonant 
is consciously perceived only when resonance between item and list categories raises the 
consonant"s category node above sonre output threshold (;;ee Figure 5A). When two inputs 
which each activate dill'erent itcrn nodes arc presented in rapid succession, the response of the 
category node, or nodes, associated with the first item will be reset clue to category misrnatch 
with the second item. 'fhis may occm before the category node; activation has exceeded tire 
output threshold. lienee the response to the first input would be undc;tccted, since only 
suprathcshold resonances lead to conscious percepts (Figmc 5ll). Even if the activation docs 
exceed the output threshold, it can still he rapidly reset if a misrnatch occms with respect to 
a subsequent input (Carpenter ancl Grossberg, 1991; Grossberg, 198G; (irossbcrg and Stone, 
198Cib). 
When two inputc; which both activate the same item node arc presented sufficiently close 
in tirnc, the integrated responses may "fuse" into a single suprathrcshold event (Figure GA). 
This can happen because the second activation of the item node can occur while the resonance 
due to its first activation is still intacL Without an intervening sub-threshold interval, the 
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Figure 5. (A) Response to a single stop with (solid line) and without (dashed 
line) r·esonance, The ordinate represents category node activity and the abscissa 
represents time. Suprathreshold activation (above horizontal line) is shaded. 
(B) Reset due to phonologic misrnatch. Here the activity corresponding to /b/ 
is reset by mismatch with /g/ before it can resonate. Only the /g/ sound reaches 
resonance, leading to a percept of jigaj. 
[ib]-[ba] ' [iba] 
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perceived 
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Figure 6. (A) Fusion in response to similar iterated /b/ phones leads to a 
prolongation of the /iba/ resonance through time. (B) A sutiiciently long silent 
interval allows a 2-stop percept to be heard. Habituative collapse of the /ib/ 
resonance before the /ba/ or /ga/ resonance develop leads to a percept of both 
the VC and CV sounds. 
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Figure 7. Top graphs plot computer simulations, bottom graphs the original 
data of Repp (1980); see Figure 4. Parameters: n =' 0.:), iJ =I, 'J = 0.097, h =' 0.2S, 
f,: = 100, X =: I' c/J = :) X I o·-•l' II = 6, T = :lGO, II = 0.005, ( = 0. I I' ,\ = 0.], jl. = 2.2, 
(J = 0.06, 0 = 0.:22. 
system can clet.cct only one prolonged resonance in response to the t.wo inputs. Suflicicni.ly 
long silence following a given input allows a resonant response to tenninate clue to habit.uativc 
collapse. 'vVhen its act.ivity falls below threshold, the as:;ociatecl percept ends and begins an 
interval of pc~rccivccl silence (Figure 6B). A second percept or the /b/ sound can thus develop 
when /b/ is presented as part of /baj. 'I'his example illustral.es how resonant tim.ing 1nay 
reorganize the time seale or external events to define discontinuous gaps in the rate a.t which 
a H'srmant wave evolves, and l.hus a perception of silence. 
Figures 7 and 8 surnrnarizc AIU'PHONE simulations of thc:oc category boundaries and 
cornpa.rc them with the Hepp (.1980) data. Unlike other models of speech categorization, 
which typically plot category boundaries as a function of the l.wo alternative percepts (Jvlas-
sa.ro, 1989; Massaro and Cohen, l99:l; Massaro and Oclcn, 1995; McClelland, 1991; lvlcClel-
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deviation feom the mean. 
land and l':lman, 198G), the ;\Jri'PllONE model comp11tes category boundaries as they arc 
created J'rorn their c'nwrgiug speech representations in rc,al tirne. The sub;;cqucnt c;cctions de-
scribe the model in detail and ;;how how thme repre;;cntationB and their category bouJH!aries 
arc J'orrncd. 
5. ARTPHONE MODEL 
'J'hc rnodcl has been implerncntcd as a neural network rc•prcsenting a working nJCJnory for 
phonetic item:; and a list category :;!,age. The dynamic;; o/' resonance, category mismatch and 
collapse arc governed by cliffcrcntial cquaJion;; to represent tbe continuou;; un/'olcling or systern 
dynamics in real time. These' properties arc dcrrronstrat.ecl in the computer simulations 
presented below. The :-;irnulations 0bow how the rnoclcl can transfonn item sequences in 
working rnernory into categorical responses which shift in tirne with changes in mean input 
rate. 
It cam1ot be overcrnphasized that the category bouJHiarics sirnulated in this way do not 
represent a curve: fit in the sense that this concept is usually understood in fitting psycho-
logical data. 'T'he rnodcl docs not fit the data to pre-established functions that represent 
data curves with some free parameters. H.a.thcr, the rnoclcl generates category boundaries as 
an ernergcnl. property of the sy0tem-wicle interactions that give rise to its rcsonaJJCC's. The 
model's rnost important function is to clynarnically generate internal representations of the 
data through its bottom-up and top-down interactions. 'file properties of these representa-
tions arc then fit to the data. 
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Figure 9.\Vorking memory item activities (w) excite list chunk activities (u) 
through previously lemned bottom-up pathways. List chunk activities send top-
down excitatory feedback down to their item som·ce nodes. Bottom-up and top-
down pathways are modulated by habituative transmitter gates (filled squares). 
Item nodes receive input in a on-center off-surround anatomy. Total input (!) is 
averaged to control an item rate signal (r) that adjusts the working memory gain 
(y). This gain tracks the speech rate and adjusts the integration rates of working 
memory and chunking network accordingly. Excitatory paths are marked with 
arrowheads, inhibitory paths with small open circles. 
There are no Jll'C··cstabli:;lwd cmves against which to lit the dilta. Thus, the rrumbcr or 
J!ilnlmeU:rs that are needed to define model interactions is not the key factor in detcnnining 
model conrplcxity. 1\athcr, it is tlw mnnbcr of processes that arc needed to explain the data, 
and whc:ther the: qu;tlitativc properties of each of these: processes arc robust under paranretcr 
changes that clo not unbalance the systl:rn. In the present. instance, only two processes, a 
working mcrnory and a chunking network arc: needed. Both of these processing levels have 
been implicated in mrmerous other explanation:; of speech, bnguage, and rnotor control data. 
In this sense, the model is parsimonious and even clcrnentary. On the other hand, a grand 
unified sirnulation of all the:;c data using one :oel. of parameters remains a goal for future 
rc:;carch at the present stage of rnodcl development. · 
The: ARl'PilONE model is shown schematically in Figure 9. The itcrn node:; in the work-
ing rnemory layer encode partially corn pressed representation:; of the acou:ocic features of the 
speech wunds (Cohen, Grossberg and Stork, J 988; Gros:;berg, L978a; Cross berg and Stone, 
J ~J86). 'fire encoding is the result of learning by the adaptive weights, or long ternr rnernory 
(I;I'rvl) trace:o, that exist in the adaptive pathways fronr Urc acoustic feature rcprcsurtations 
to the item nodes. i\s incoming speech scgrncnts associa.Lecl with words sequentially activate 
these tuucd item nodes, spatial patterns of activation evolve across the working rncrnory. 
Repeated exposure to specific 0patial patterns pernrits learning by the I;T'M traces in the 
adaptive pathways between the itcrn nodes and the list node;,; . .Just as any given activity 
pattern arises scquent.ia.lly from srnallcr patterns, there arc list nodes that categori~c fa.rniliar 
sublists of any given list, even one-item lists known as singlcions. For the purposes or tlw fol-
lowing discussion, we can a.ssurnc that the adaptive tuning of the pathways that activate the 
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item a.nd category nodes occurred during a cri(.ical clcvelopmenta.l period a.nd is stable; sec 
Carpenter and Grossberg (1991, 199:1) and Grossberg (1980a., 1 986) for a discussion of rnoclel 
mechanisms with these properties. 'I'bus, no adaptive weights or processes are incluclccl in 
the present implementation. 
After a speech segrnent activates an item node, the item node then excites associa.tl;cllist 
nodes. These list nodes, in turn, activate excitatory top--clown feedback to the item nodes, 
corresponding to lca.rnccl expectations. This reciprocal exchange of bottom-up and top-clown 
signals enables a resonant state to develop. Both the bottorn-up and top-clown excitatory 
signals pass through transmitter gates that are inactivated, or habituated, by the signals in 
their respective pathways (Carpenter ancl Grossberg, 1990; Grossberg, 1972, l980a). When 
a transrniLt.cr is sufTicienUy habituated by the signals passing through its pathway, then the 
resonance supported by that pathway can begin to collapse, after which node activations 
decay passively. -
Resonant activation of itcrn nodes results from a combination of boLt.om-up input and 
top-clown feedback. Any one item node may receive top-down signals frorn many liot chunks 
as the input sequence progresses. The bottom--up input has arr on-center off-surround orga-
nintion, rdlcci,ing auditory anatorny at several levels or organization (Irvine, 1986; Pickles, 
1988). Due to this anatorny, inhibition arising frorn subsequent inputs serves to suppress 
prior activations that misrnatch the evolving top-clown expcctatiorr. i\ second mech;r.nisrn of 
rnisrnatch reset via an orienting, or novelty-sensitive, subsystern (Carpenter and Crossly;rg, 
1991: Grossberg, 1980a) i;; implemented in Section ll. 
6. Rate Invariance and Gain Control 
The; t.irne needed for re;;onancc t.o brinp; act.ivation l.o a pcrccpl.ually signific;tnt level 
ancl for the resonant response t.o collapse i;; clepcnclent on the neural activation rates in the 
network rnoclcl. Activation rates play a critical role in adapting t.o speech rate by speeding 
up proce,sing in rc;;ponsc to a high rate of speech units and slowing it. clown in response 
to a slow rate. The parameter that controls a.n equat.ions processing rate is callccl it;; gHin. 
In the ARJ'PHONE rnodcl.. the gain is autonw.tically adjustcxl to a running est.irnat.c• of tire 
input rate (eJ:, Crosshcrg, 1986, Section 45). Whether we hear "topic" or "top pick," ~~ivcn 
a fixed target, st.irmrlus, is cleterrninccl by the speech rate cue from i.he smrmlllcling context. 
(Pickett and Uecker, 1%0). ln fact., the llcpp (1980) data show t.hat subject.s· percepts 
arc a.pproximatcly invariant with respect. to JJJCilll silent interval between stop c:oJrsonant 
cln;;t.ers, which i:; inversely related t.o the~ input. rate. 'rhese cla.t.a suggest that. an cst.irnat.c; of' 
mean input rate rnay serve as a basi:; !'or acljust.ing the ac:tivatiorJ rate of the systcrn so that 
phonC'I.ic percepts lwcomc inclcpcnclent. of' changes in the rnca11 input. rate. 
7. Network Equations 
With the basic concepts of the rnoclel clcscribecl, we can next specify ma.thernat.ica.lly how 
these feature's are implemented. ln the following network equations, Creek letters are fixed 
para.rneters. Each equation describes the t.irnc rate of cJrange of a systc;m variable:~:, clenotccl 
by qt)·, in terms of it.s inputs and intcma.l processe;s. 
7.1 Item Working Memory Level 
Let. 'U)j be the activity or the j 11' itern representation Jl.i a.ncl li be its input. Then Wj 
obeys the equation 
dw· . 
-a/-= g(r)[((3 -- w.i)(Ii + u.iz.i,)- uJi(u + "· L /).)]. 
hft.J 
(] ) 
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In (1), term g(r) represents the autornatic gain control process. lt multiples the entire right 
hand side of (1) and thereby speeds up or slow clown the rate <~,~~; with which wi changes as 
it increases or decreases, respectively, through tirnc. The gain term g('r) is defined by 
q(r) = X+ ¢r'l. (2) 
ln (2), xis a constant, or tonic, baseline activation rate. Tcnn r/JT'l is a variable rate, where 
¢is a constant and r adapts slowly to the input rate, as described in equation (7). 
'I'cnn (!3- wj)( l:i + UjZj 11 ) in (1) defines the excitatory effects of the bottom-up input ]i 
and the net top-clown feedback signal u:iz:i 11 on w:i. 'I'he tOJHiown feedback signal u01 arises 
frour the activit,y of the list chunk that is associated with il.cm p1 via item node j. Signal 
u:i is multiplied, or gat.cd, by the t.nwsrnitl.cr z,~ 11 , which habituaics in response to intense 
resonant activation or '~~.!• as shown in equation (:'i) below. 
!loth t.bc bottom-up and t.op-down ;;ignals are rnult,iplicd by the shunting, or rncrnbranc 
equation, I.C'rnr f)- V'.f· This terrn assures that 'IOj cannot. exceed /]. lt also ur.uscs t.hc 
procc,sing rate to be input.-clcpc11dC11I., since all t.crrns that rnultiply H'f on the right,hancl 
side of (l) dctcrrnine wj's net. proccssi11g rate. 
Tlw inhibitory terrns in (I) arc combined in the expression -ro1(n+ "Ll,"':i h,). Param-
eter 0' is a passive dc1cay pararnctcr. iVIult.iplying the inhibitory input -h: Lk/.1 I~; by the 
shunting Lcnn w.i assures tha.t 'WJ never bccorncs negative. It a.lso rnakes the rate :!;)?-· of 
wi procc"sing clependcnt on all tlw terms /b k l' j, which inhibit. w.i via lateral inhibitory 
i 11 tcra.ct i 011s. 
Taken together, tire excitatory and inhibitory interaction;; in (I) define a shnnt.ing on, 
ccnt.cr ofrsnrround network. The orH·cnt.er ofF-surround intcrprct.al.ion can be srn11rnari~cd 
as J'ollows: Tlw excitatory "orH:ent.c;r" input / 1 can turn on only those i3 ,_ w.l cell sites t.lrat 
are nncxcit,cd, as in t.errn (;J- w:i)/1 . The inhibitory "off-surround" input. Lhf.Jih from 
ot.hcr phones J!i.:, k cf j, can turn ofF only those sites ro1 Ural. arc already excil.ecl, as in 
l.cmr -w.i Lkfo.i h· Such a nd.work has been proved capable of accmatcly detecting and 
storing the ratios ll'i~~;h,)-- 1 of tire it.ern inputs in working rnernory, assuming Ural they 
arc simultaneously presented, even if tire total input. 2:1.: I~; becomes very large (Grossberg, 
ID7:). 1980a). Snch a shunting network extracts a nonnali~ed response even frorn wilclly 
fluctuating inputs, while processing relative input. imporl.ancc without saturatiorL 
7.2 List Chunking Level 
As noted above, ·u.i is the a.ctivit.y of the list drunk associated with it.crn node j. !\ct.ivii.y 
u..i also obeys a ga.in-controllcd shunting equation; nanrely, 
du. , 
· r1/ ""g(r)[(;'!- u.f)wt'.iw- 6u1]. (:3) 
In (J), Uw gain control l.cnn g(r) scales the rate (1i/} with which u.i changes, just. as it did 
J'or U'.j in (1). Also as in (1), only unexcited sites (/J-u.i) can be excited, here only by a 
bottonHrp signal wfz.iw from itcrn j. 'l'his signal is derived from the activity 'W.1 of item .i 
via t.he t.hresholdcd signal rut= rna:r(w.i---o,O). In pa.rticular, itern j cannot. begin to excite 
chunk .i until its activity Wj exceeds threshold ct. Once this signal is emitted from item 
node j, it is multiplied, or gated, by a transmitter z.iw which habituates in response to itern 
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activity, as shown in (4) below. 'fhus both the bottonHrp ancl tbe torHlown transmitters 
between itcrns ancl chunks habituate in response to activity in the pathways that they gate. 
7.3 Transmitter Dynamics 
'I'he bottom-up transmitter ·'.iu and the top-down transrnittcr ·'Jw between the P" item 
and category both obey the same habil.uative law, albeit in response to difFerent. signals. 
'l'his law was inl,roduced in C:rossbcrg (1%8, I%9). Jn the prcserrl instance, .il. becomes 
d,?-jw ) ( 1 ) 
--1--- =((1-Zjw -h w· 2jw c! . J . ( !J) 
and 
d.:._,,-· '(! ) I ( ) 
·---11 - ·- ~ ... Z.1 11 - 1. '~~:i Zju· ( .. (6) 
C\msider equation (11) for definiteness. By term ((I - ·'.i,,), l.ransrnit.tcr ac:curnulal.es to a 
targd level l at a fixed rate(. 'vVhcn i.he system is at rest (namely II== 0 for a sufliciclltly 
long tinw), the trammrittcr variable equilibral.es at its rnaxin1urn value I. By t.erm -h(u1 )21 ,., 
1rans1nittcr is inactivated, or habitnal.cs, by a mass action interaction between the• amounl 
Zjw of available Lransrnittc:r and a function h(-u•_j') of the boLI.orn-up signal 101" ernil.lr:d by 
itcrn j. Thus Zjw is inacl.ival.crl .. and a rcwnanl. collapse initiated, at a ral.c proportiomd 
Lo how active itc:rn j becornes. Fqual.ion (5) says l.lral. the sarnc i;o true for l.hc Lop-clown 
lransmil.tcr z.lu' cxccpl. here the habituation rate inc:re;1ses as a function of h(u.~). which 
grows wil.h acl.ivil.y Uj of chunk j. 
7.4 'Ihmsmittcr Inactivation Rate 
The transmii.Ler inactivation rate is a nonlinear 1\tnction of its signaL JlaJrrcly 
(G) 
i\s first simulated in C:aucliano arHI C:ros:;bcrg (JD!Jl ), the higher-order lcnn in (6) causes lire 
gated signaLs w,, 1, and uz 1, in (I) and (:J) to exhibit non-nrorJOionic rcspon;or•s as a fnncl.ion 
of l.hc signals w iwd u, rr'spcctively, thai. cause their aclivity-rlependenl inactivation. To sec 
thi:;, solve (11) at r:quilibrium (0~\""- = 0) 1.0 fincll.hal. 
".J"'-~+h(wtJ· 
( (7) 
By (:3), (6), and (7), the bottom-up signal from itenr j l.o list chunk j is l.hcn 
1(,+' 
- .J "'.JW (8) 
Thus, as a.cl.ivil.y w:i increases clue to resonance, the signal (8) first increases and then 
decreases. 'fhc inactivation rule (G) hereby ensures tha.t input signals eventually decrease 
at sufficiently high activation levels. 'J'hc effect of varying par;nnctcrs ,\ and 11 in (G) is 
clemonsl.ratcd in the sirnulations below. 
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8. Estimation of Input Density via Automatic Gain Control 
It rcrnains to define the autornatic ga.in control g(r') that modulates the integration rate 
of w1 and ui in (1) and (3), respectively. 'I'his function tracks input density; namely, a l.inre 
average of input energy. Time averaging of inputs is a sirnple leaky integration operation 
common to neurons, and is thus an intuitive mechanism for cstirnating the speech input 
rate. While Repp (1980) directly varied the mean silent interval between input speech 
segments, he consequently also varied the mean input density, lwcarrsc the nurnbcr and 
arnplitudc of the input segnrents were Jixed for the entire experiment. In the rnodel, it is 
assumed that gain control is based on a running average of input density. We infer frorn the 
fact that decision boundaries a.re positioned ncar the mean (intra-stinnrlus) silent interval 
(.hat subjecto cornplc:t.c:ly discount the nruch longer (2.5 second) intervals between ,stimulus 
presentations. 'fhus the estimator should ignore long intervals without input. 'fhcsc intervals 
can be discount.ccl by lirniting the input averaging to a Jixcd time frame, or window, following 
input. ln tire simulations that follow, the rate signal, r that goes into g(r) is given by 
where I= Lk 1~,- is the total input. 
clr Ill= w(l)(-111 + 1), 
j > ( 
I-!, < T 
otlrcnvise, 
(9) 
( I 0) 
and I, is the last. time that I 2: c in a given input bout. Hy (IJ) ancl (I 0), r time-averages 
input J at rate 11 ancl decays when input i:; not. present., such that integration is gat.cd oiT by 
w at r rnocc: aJI.cr I falls below the threshold value c. \Vhencvcr tire input was CHI.. il cxc:cccled 
tlm:ohold c in (10). 'J"IJC dependence of t.lre average value of r orr rncan oilent intervaL .s .. can 
be inl.crpolat.ecl by a decaying cxponcnl.ial function of the l'onn. 
( I I ) 
where the parameters a 1) a2 and ,c; 0 a.rc <lctcrrnincd crnpirica.ll.Y assu111ing rnc:an inpu1 (:ncrgy 
ancl para.rnct.crs 11 and T arc fixed. For cxanrplc., in the oimrrlat.ions below wit.h 11 = .00:) ancl 
T c_c 3:)0 nrsec., a 1 ~" 1.9, a2 ~~ 1.25 ancl .s 11 = 2:)() nrsec. 
9. Computer Simulations of Variable-Rate Categorization 
'J'his section presents computer oirnula.tions of the model deli ned above. The sirnulations 
clcnronstrat.c the following propcrt.ieB of t.hc rnoclcl. 
• An exchange: or bottom-up and t.op .. down feedback generates a rc~sonancc: bNwecn pho-
netic itcrns and list. categories which is required J'or auditory perception . 
• Category collapse arioeo following an interrupted resonance due to habituation of trans-
mitter gates in the pathways between the itc:nr and list levels. The resonant phase thai 
precedes collapoe explains the long interval needed to segregate gerninatc stops . 
• Category miornatch explains tire short interval necclccl to distinguish between t.wo stops 
in a. consonant cluster. 
• Changes in the network integration rate that track an on-line estirnatc of input rate 
explain shifts of psychometric functions in the cluster and geminate conditions. 
All simulations were performed by numerical integration using a fourth-order Runge-
1\utta rnct.hod, with step size fixed at 0.1. At. each tirne step, the simulator scto input 
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Figure lO.Activation time course for network variables, w, u (top), and z, and 
''" (bottom) through time. Rectangular pulse at lower left of top panel indicates 
the input interval and amplitude. Parameters: cr = 0.:), (J == I, 0 ( = 0.1, o =·= 0.28, 
( = 0.1, ,\ = 0.1, 11 == 2. Gain g was set to 1.1, a mid-range value. Time was 
calibrated in milliseconds. 
variablec: according to an event schedule set by the experimenter, t.hen sequentially corn pules 
the next cllange in each systcrn variable while holding all va.lue:; constant 
9.1 Dynamics of Resonant Feedback 
The first. sinmlat.ion demonstrates the response of the network Lo a c:inglc phone input. 
'file graphc: in Figure 8 show the tirnc courc:e of the network activities w and u in the 
upper panel, and of transmit.Lcrs .;;, a.ncl .;; 11 in the lower panel. 'I'he indexing subscript j is 
redundant in this case. The network variables start at their rec:t level;;: Y-erol'or activations 
wand u, unity for the .z transrnitter levels. When input hac: driven the item activity w above 
its output thre:,;hold /,then a signal uJ+z,, as in (3), begins to activate u and list activity 
u begins to grow. Typically, item activity w begins to decay at the offset of input (see cusp 
in the w graph shortly after input tennina.tes) because top-clown list feedback from u is not 
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Figure 11. A series of five trials each showing w responses (solid curves) and u 
responses (dashed curves) to a single input pulse (rectangular graphs), as the 
passive decay rate ,5 in equation (3) increases. From left to right, o = 0.1, 0.2, 
0.3, 0.4, 0.5. Other parameters are chosen as in Figm·e 10. Gain g was set to 
1.2. 
yet great enough to overcome the passive decay. 
BottonHIJl w excitation to the chunking node continues, however, al a level great enough 
to ovcrcorne \.he passive decay of 11, cwn though w may be momentarily decaying, aud so 
11 continues to iucrcasc. Consequently., Ui changes f'rorn decreasing to increasing, an c~vcnl 
called a rcoonant boost (ca. 110 rnscc in Figure LOA). Without this boost from lo]Hlown 
fccclback, wand 11 would clecay passively to res!. \Vii.h top-down feedback, u increases 11nLil 
it exceeds a resona11Ce del.cctiun threshold 0 and thereafter reaches its resonance asymptote. 
During this phase, transrnil.l.er habituates, or is inactiva.t.ccl (Figure I Oil), until c:vc'nLmdly 
Uw gated <:xcita.tory input to the item activity 10 in (J) is no Iunger suflicic:nt to support. 
furthc:r growth, as when 112 11 < n·w/(13 -- w). List activity u then f'ollows itcrn activity w 
downward, rc:mlting in category collapse. 
An important ratc: inequality between systcnrs (l) and (:l) ensures the desired qualitative 
dynamic:;. The rate difference is established by constraining passive decay rates in ( J) and 
(:l) to satisfy h < n. Consequently, list activity v follows its excitatory input w at a slower 
rate. 'J'hc ability of' top-clown f'ccdback frorn II tO W to support U/ following termination Of 
input is also consistent with the constrain!. that w ckca.ys rapidly relative to u. Without 
feedback from 11 to ·1u, u is cleprivecl of the extra excitatory boost in 10 input that it needs to 
exceed the resonance threshold. 
'flw rate eli ffcrcncc between (I) and (:J) is chosen long enough to reflect the observed value 
of the single-cluster boundary, which in the model is cletenninecl by the tirne neeclccl for u to 
exceed threshold 0 (;;cc Section D.:l below). 'fire lag is aloo constrained to avoid oscillations 
between 11 and w, which, for a. given value of c:t, sc:ts a lower bound for h. Figure II shows 
the effect of varying b. Oscillations, evident in the left-most trial of Figure 1 l (b '= O.L), can 
arise when srnall passive decay o permits list activity 11 to remain suffic:icnl,ly large to retard 
the clcclinc of item activity ·w even after substantial transnrittcr habituation occurs. 
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Figure 12. Activations w (top panel), Zw and Zu (middle panel), and 11 (lower 
panel) in response to two phonemically related inputs (rectangular pulses). The 
resonance threshold value 11 for perception is 0 = 0.2. Both are detected (see two 
suprathreshold u peaks). 
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9.2 Phonetic Segregation after Category Collapse 
Any point in time that list activity u falls below the resonance threshold 0 is assumed 
to begin mr interval of perceived silence. Such a negative threshold crossing or o!J:set. fimc 
detcnnincs the earliest time that the next phonemically related input could be detected as 
separate phone. Thus it corresponds to the single-gerninate boundary. Segregation of a pair 
of phoncmically related inputs into separate category responses is dcmmrstratcd in the next 
simulation (sec Figure 12). 
The tirnc interval when u < 0 between the two suprathrcshold phases of u models a silent 
interval that permits the detection of two distir1ct speech sounds. 
9.3 Reset due to Mismatch 
At any point in time before the list activity u reaches 0, the item activity w can be 
suppressed by a cornpc:ting input, such as a /g/ instead of a /b/, that results in the collapse 
of u. In that case, the corresponding list category rnay not. reach resonance and is thus 
not clctect.cd or "perceived" by the network. The tirnc tilkcn to achieve a positive going 
threshold cro0sing, or onset, Urnc, thus dctcnnincs the rninirnurn interval needed !'or phonetic 
perception, and corrcspcmdo to t.hc single-cluster boundary. Hcsct of a list catcgory'o response; 
by a later occurring, different item is clcrnonstratccl in the next sirnulation (sec Figure I :3). 
'J'his cxarnple dernonstral.es t.he case where only t.hc sc;cond phone is perc:civecl. 
9.4 Transmitter Habituation 
The t.irnc course of the resonant. rcs1Jonsc is afl'cctcd by tire transmitter habitnat.iorr 
para1ncters ,\ and1c in (Ci). Figure I iJ shows two cases, one for which the nonlinca.r lrabitnation 
parameter ft is Yl'ro a.liCI Uw other for which lire linear habituation para.rnctcr ,\is zero. Tire 
seconcl-orclcr ft. tern1 is more robust in producing a dynamic reset, as illustrat.ecl by equation 
(8). In facl., the u response continues t.o decay below threshold even as 11 is reduced by more 
than half. By comparison, the response exhibits premature rccm·ery when ,\is rc:duced by a 
Slllaller proportion. 
ln genera.!) increasing transmittc.r llabit.uc-tJion lowers t..hc ra.ngc of the u response above~ 
threshold. Changes in transmitter habituation can thus change the onset and offset. tirncs 
thai. predict the singlc;.cluster and single-geminate boundaries, and also tire difference or 
ga.p between tlwrn. This ga.p has an addil.ional dcpcnclcncc: on the rate-controlled system 
gain g(r) in (I) and (:3), and transmitter habituation afFects this clc:pc:ndcnce as well. To 
depict. tlw0c relationships, we plot. onsc:t ancl offset. times as a function of ga.in, and vary 
t.ransnritt.cr habit uat.ion, as shown in Figure; 1:). Increasing fl in (G) causes the onset. and 
offset boundaries t.o move closer together, as expected fronr Figure Hll, but. in a.cldit.ion, 
causes the ga.p between thcn1 to narrow at low values of gain. In other words, the u range 
above threshold is rnorc sensitive to changes in rnean input rate as ft increases. 
9.5 Performance of Input Rate Estimator 
The input rate signal r reflects a running estimate ol' the input density as given by (9) 
and ( 10). Each sirnulation of a H.cpp (J 980) experiment begins with r = 0, and a fixed 
paramd.er u in (9) is chosen so that. r is within )c of asyrnptotc by tire end of tcr1 wa.nn-up 
trials (sec Figure lGA). i\ more detailed view of the estimator io shown in Figure .LGll, where 
r is shown for a set of discontinuous, ranclornly selected trials, one for each silent interval 
used in the sirnulation. Activation r increases during each input interval (always 30 rnsec), 
and decays passively following inputs. To save urrnecessary computat.ion, the sirnrrlator runs 
each trial only until tire output response (u.j) following the second input has clecayccl below 
threshold. At that tinw, which is always less t.ha.n the window tirnc T, variable r is sc;t t.o 
t.lrc value it would have decayed to if tire simulation had run till the window closed. Other 
network values arc also set to their rest conditions. Going from left to right. in Figure Hill, 
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Figure 13. Activations IUJ (top panel), Zjw and ·'Ju (middle panel), and Uj (lower 
panel) for a sequence of two phonemically unrelated inputs (rectangular pulses). 
Only the latter is detected (see the single suprathreshold 11. peak). 
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Figure 14. Category responses u in (3) through time to a single input for two 
cases of transmitter habituation: either (A) thet·e is no second-order term (p. = 0) 
in (6), with ,\ indicated along each curve; or (B) there is no linear term (,\ = 0) 
in (6), with /1· indicated along each curve. Other parameters are the same as in 
Figure 10. The resonance threshold 0 = .2 is indicated by the horizontal dotted 
line. The rectangular pulse in the lower left-hand cot·ner is the input. Time 
along the abscissa is in milliseconds. 
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Figure 16. (A) Response of input rate estimator r in (9) through time during 
a simulation with 100 trials initialized by 10 warm-up trials. The main portion 
of inter-trial intervals are deleted (see text). (B) Detailed view of input rate 
estimator during one randomly selected trial for· each of the silent intervals in 
the stimulus distribution. The inter-trial intervals are deleted as in (A). 
silent intervals used in the trials increase, which is reflected in tlw increasing time for decay 
between intervclls of growth. 
10. Simulation of Repp (1980) Psychometric Functions 
10.1 Method 
'J'he sirnula.tion procedure is directly analogous to the llrpp (1980) experimental paradi-
gm (Section :3). Each simulation consisted of a series of one hundred trials. For each trial, 
the network received two input pulses of Jixccl amplitude and duration, separated by a silent 
interval randomly selected from the appropriate Hcpp (1980) distribution (sec Figure :.J). 
For each presented silent interval, a count wa~ made of the number of trials that yiclclccl 
two output n:sponoc~. Outputs were counted using the detection method dc~cribed below. 
Dividing this count by the total nmnbcr of trials at that silent interval gave the two·stop 
decision probability. The simulation was run eight times (once for each "oubjcct") for each of 
the six Repp (1980) distributions. For each silent interval, a count was rnade of tlw nmnber 
of trials that yield two output responses, which was divided by the total nurnbc:r of trials 
to obtain the two-stop decision probability for that value of silent interval. Outputs arc 
counted using the detection rncthocl described below. Sirnulations began with ten wa.rnHIJl 
trials, as done by H.cpp (1980), which alternately used the shortest and longest silent interval 
between the two inputs. Stop c:lusterc; an: represented by an input pulse to p1 followed by 
an input pulse to p2. Geminate stops arc represented by two input pulses to p1. 'I'he lSI 
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Figure 17. Typical list chunk activation traces plotted with the values used to 
decide if output is detected. (X) is a sample value after noise is added. In the 
examples shown, the first peak on the left, and the trough at right would not be 
detected, and so only one peak would be reported in each case. 
of 2 .. ) seconds used by llepp ( HJ80) can be deleted from the sirnulaLion trial:; bec;wse the 
network variables Wj, Uj, 2jw and ·'.iu reach their resting valncs within that period. Using 
the simulator event schc•dulcr, the varia.blcs arc set to these values y,ero for activa.t ions w.i 
and uP unity for the tra1rsmitter levels :c1 , and '".i" at the start of each trial. 
10.2 Detection of Output Responses 
To sirrnrlatc the Jlc;pp (I 980) cxpcrirnent, it is necessary to define tire detection of a 
rcspon:;e, both it:; onset and offset. 1\ simple dclinition for detecting output is that the list 
category activity u..i exceeds the resonance threshold, 0. Parameter 0 i:; callc;d a resonance 
tlrreslrold because list activation can exceed 0 only after top-down feedback from tire category 
node has begun. ln principle, neural responses arc noisy, so we seck a simple detection rule 
that looks not at tire instantaneous thre:ohold crossing, but rdlecl,s the likelihood that tire 
response will exceed threshold before reset. 'I'hc chosen strategy for dc•tection is to wait for 
the peak Jist category response and com pan: !.helL value to the det.<:clion threshold. Perceived 
silence exists during intervals in tinre between successive supralhreslrold category responses. 
'J'hus, to detect geminate stops, category activation in response to tire first phone must 
collapse below threshold before: the onset or the second phone reinforces the response. Using 
the same likelihood principle as bc:fore, the strategy in this case is to wait for a trough iu 
the rc:;ponse trajectory and cornparc that value to the detection threshold. The input to tire 
decision proceswr is prcsmncd to he perturbed by Gaussian distributed noise (Green and 
Swets, 19711). 
Figure 17 demonstrates how phonetic percept detection was perfonncd for the two cases 
of stop pairs. A decision was rnade whether tire phone can he cletectcd when the activity 
of Ure corresponding Jist node reaches a pca.k. At that time, a random noise sample is 
taken lron1 a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variance (J 2 and added to t.he peak 
response. 'I'he surn is cornpared to the fixed threshold, 0. After that tirne, a new peak in 
the activity of the same category node can be detected only if another decision is made that 
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the response has fallen below threshold, in accord with the propot>ition that the perception 
of silence between input phones corresponds to an interval of sub-threshold activation. T'hc 
below-threshold decision is rna.de when the output activation reaches a trough, using the 
same procedure as above. 'I'he peak height before adding noise may be regarded as the 
dclenninistic response of the. system to inputs separated by a. give.n silent interval. With 
noise, the peak corresponds to t.he mean value of a. Gaussian distribution which has some 
calculable int.cgral above the threohold criterion, which conesponds to the probability of 
exceeding threshold. 
10.3 Simulation Results 
Cornputcr simulation:; of the model clot>cly a]Jproximatc the categorical decision bound-
aries reported by Repp (1980). These a.re shown in Figure 7. The simulated psyc:honwtric 
functions replicate the principal trends of the averaged subject data. Boundaries for all con·· 
ditions shift with mean silent interval, indicating thai. the percept is approximately invariant 
with chanp;cs in mean silent interval. 'rhis shift property is a direct consequence of the auto·· 
malic gain control in Uw model. Single-geminate boundaries arc acparated in time; !'rom the 
single-cluster boundaries by an interval approxirnately equal to the gap found in the data 
("' 1:30 rnsec, measured between the no-andwr curves for the two conclit.ions). This gap is 
clc:l.crminccl by the suprathresholcl phase• of the category node response. 'J'hc single-cluster 
boundary occurs at the rnean onset tirne of the response, where there is a ::SO% probability 
ol' clel.c;cting a suprathrcshold rcspOJJse to t.IJC first input. The t>inp;lc-gcrninate boundary 
occJJrs at the mean offset time, where there is a 'iO% probability of detecting an interval of 
subthreshold activity prior to the second onset. 
Boundary slopes for the gcrninal.c~ condition arc also sn1allcr than slopes for the cluster 
condition, at> observed in the data. Not only the slope of the averaged boundary, but slopes 
for all individual geminate sirnulillions arc shallow contparcclto the c:lusl.cr runs, indicati11g 
that. the probability of detecting a snbthrcsholcl u value varie•,; rclal.ivcly slowly with ;oilcnl 
interval when mean silent intervals arc in the geminate rcgirnc. 'fo understand this result., 
recall that by t.hc dci.cction procedure, probability lwar;o a direct relation to the alopc of i.hc 
u trajectory within t.hc time range of silent intervals being presented. Gain is low in the 
gerninatc rcgirnc, sou decays slowly with tinw in the temporal range of the silent. intervals 
presented. Con;oequcntly, t.hc probability of u being below the threshold at. t.he end of t.he 
silent. interval varies slowly with silent interval. 
Figure 8 presents c\. n1on; detailed cornparisOJJ ol' t.hc sirnnlation and data. There arc 
no individual subject data, although subject variability was reported l.o be high. H.cceul. 
experimental results ol' Covindarajan and Cohen ( I!YJ!J) con linn the high subject variability 
in lib/- I ga/ discriminations. 'l'lwrcfore, i I is not possi blc Lo n1orc com plctely charactcri~c the 
degree of agrecrncnt between the rnoclel and the individual data. However, the mean values of 
the simulated percept probabilities were con1parcd to the observed average probabilities. 'fhe 
error in rnodcling probability avera.gcd over the six curves was 11 1%. The root mean t>quarc 
error wao cornputcd for each curve using V'Li"ool c;;J~~ Xj )2 IN' where the 7/j arc the LweJ..Stop 
probabilities reported in H.cpp (1980) and the x.J are the ave;ragcd sirnulatcd probabilities, j 
indexing silent interval. 
The position of the simulated boundaries in the high anchor, oinglc··clustcr condition 
(case J), and the low anchor, singlc-gerninatc condition (case 2) a.ppcar to be sornewhat 
shifted wilh respect to the empirical bormclaries, although, as indicated above, the error 
is unknown. H these differences arc significant., they rnay suggest modifications to any or 
all of the factors which control u. onset. and offset times, narncly, the gain function (2), the 
threshold 0, and the transrnil.l.cr gatc•s '';;, as disc:ut>secl above. ;\:;suming the gain as a 
function of input rate has a monotone increasing slope, no sirnple change to the function will 
produce both a decrc~ase in gain that delays onset tirnes for case 1, and a.n increase in gain 
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that advance;; offset times for ca;;c 2, all else remaining unchanged, However, changes in the 
threshold ()can also effect shift;; in the boundaries. If 0 were not con;;tant but increased with 
the duration of su prathrcshol d activity ( Gros;;bcrg, 197Ga; Rmnelhart and Zi p;;er, HJ85), 
then thresholds under singlc-gcrnina.tc input conditions wendel be higher than they arc with 
a constant threshold, and, comequcnUy, of[sct times would be: earlier. lt a.ppcars thai 
cornbining this systematic: change in threshold with a small change of paranwtcrs in (2) 
would irnprove the fit, but. such rcfincnwnts are umvarra.ntecl in the abSl'llCC of additional 
data. 'file main purpo;;c of the present ;;imulations is to show that resonance concepts 
arc sufficient to capture the rnain trends in the data through a real t.irne simulation, and 
t.o encourage further experiments that arc better designed to disclose details of rc:sonanl 
dynamic;;. 
11. Mismatch Reset by an Or·ienting Subsystem 
This section descrilw;; an aht:rnative model rrr(•chanism for rnisrrratch reset. Category 
reset as dc:fined in Section 7 occur;; when the catcp;ory lose;; its bottom up ;;upport, coupled 
with tl1e pressure of a relatively strong decay controlled by 8 in equation (:l). In Adaptive 
Resonance 'l'heory (Ca.rpenter and Grossberg, 1991, 199:~; Grossberg, 1980), an orienting 
subsy:;tern continuously monitors the degree of Jlattcrn rnatching betwcenbottom-up input 
and Lop-clown activation at the input. stage. When the patterns arc in;;uflicicnt,ly nratclred, 
>lS reflected by some rnetric of tlre dist.>UJCC'. between the two pati,ern vector:;, a novelty bmst 
or "arousal wave" is triggered, which tend;; to inhibit active category nodes as it. initiates a 
mcrnory search for a bcLt.er-fitting category, or hypothesis. i\s a result of this search, a ne11· 
category, beUer rnat.chcd to the input pattern, can lwcomc active. 
i\u orienting subsystcrn was implcmcnt.cd for the nrodclusiug tire approach of Carpenter 
and C:rossberg (.L\.187b). Input. and working mc"nory activation vectors were compared using 
a nonnalized dot product rule, giving a rnatching vain<' 
( 1:2) 
where 11:1'11 is the l':uclidcan nornr, {;~;" :rf", of the vector :i'= (:r: 1,:r2, •.. ,:rn). i\ nonspecific 
inhibitory arousal signal a is released as rn falls below the vigilance level p. Jn particular, 
o. = "Jjnna:r:(O, (! ····· rn), ( 1:3) 
which is positive only when an input pattern is presented that. conflicts sufTicicnUv with rl\ 
to drive m below p. Subtracting tire arousal signal o. from Uw activity level (:l) gives 
~~ . . 
·--11} = g(1 ){(!J - u1)2jw"lD.r-- u1(b +a)). ( . . .J . ( j;j) 
Once u.J i;; reset. by a.., working memory nodes that. are associated with n.i lose top-down 
support and their activation decays passively, even without feed-forward inhibition, if they 
receive no feed--forward excitation. i\ ;;top cluster sirnulation u;;ing the reset. rncchani;;rn 
defined above is ;;hown in Figure 18. 'fhe reset signal is triggered by the onset of 72, which 
creates a rnisnratch ai the working nremory stage. 'f'he rnatch rn in (12) at the in0tant after 
lz appears i;; JI'' ., 
. i + wy 
Jn ~ -- ' lz+·wr (15) 
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Figure 18. Activations ·wi (top panel) and u.i (bottom panel) for a sequence of two 
phonemically unrelated inputs (eectangular pulses, top panel). Arousal signal 
given by equation (13) begins synchronously with second input (triangular burst, 
lower panel), and is plotted before scaling by coefficient lf' = 20, with vigilance 
p = 0.9. Other paeameters are similar to those in Figure 10, except ;c co 0 in 
equation (1). 
which has a rninimal value I //2 for 12 •= 'ID 1. ;\ reset sign;J.] is sent if p exceeclc; th;ll. value, 
for sornc interval alter the onset or h. which is plotted as the triangular pube in the lower 
graph of Figure 18. 'l'be rec;d inhibits active chunks in proportion to their activation, clue 
to the shunting inhibitory term -u.ia in (H), so u 1 drops sharply, quencJ1ing the resonance 
with w1• 
12. Comparison with Alternative Models: FLMP, IAC, and TRACE 
The ATn.'PHONE nrodcl is compared in this section with ;;cvcral other Jnodels to high-
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light their sirnilarities and clifFerenccs. 
'I'he Fu~~y Logical iV!oclel of Perception (FLlVIP) of Massaro and colleagues (Massaro, 
1989; iVlassaro and Cohen, 1991; ivlassaro and Oclen, 1995) has had some notable successes 
simulating speech data. FLMP also :;hare:; some key fea.tures with the All'!' model, but 
differs from it in basic ways. In particular, the FLMP nwdel's heuristics are closer to AHT 
than is ito cornputationa.l in0ta.ntiation. 
Speaking hcmistically, FLiviP assumes that ocn:;ory systcrn:; activate bottom-up feat me:; 
that are rnatched against top-down prototypes. An idcntiiicatiou dcci:;ion i:; made using the 
relative goodness-of-match between these ingredients. 'I'hu:;, as in Arrr, both bottom-up 
ancl top-clown information are matched. 'l''cl illustrate FLMP computations, suppose that 
prototypes R ancl L arc used in a given task. Denote the i 1" ~timulu~ featmc that supports 
U by./; ami the complcrnenta.ry featmc that supports J, by I-./';. Likewise, denote the/" 
torHiown context that supports ll by ci and it~ cornplcment by I - ci. Then the degrc.e 
of' match to H and !" are given by the products of' bottom-up and top-clown illfonnation; 
narncly li = /;c1 and /,=(I··· /;)(1 ·- c1), and the probability of' an 11 response is 
I' = ____ __i;_c.,., ~--· 
/;cj + (I - ./;)(1- c;). ( L (i) 
Equation (Hi) shares some properties with ;\H'I'. For example, it suggests that top-clown 
context interacts with boU.onHlp signals, and (.hat the nHttch value i~ normali~cd against 
available alternatives. The ;\]([' mat.ching rnlc and sclf.normalizing competitive dynamics 
also have these properties. 
'l'his being said, it. needs tol)(' noted that FL!Vll', conJputation;tlly speaking, is an alge-
braic equation that is used to fit data through pararncLer estinmtion. 'J'Iwre arc no model 
internal representations. 'I'hcre i~ no emergent rmrccss from who:;c dynamics category bound-
aries can be cslirnatcd. Although Massaro and Cohen (1'!91) a:;sunre thai. a process such as 
./';can take hold through time via the simple integration process 
(17) 
this process i:; not linked t.o any systcn1 representation, and it proc:cccls at a c:onst.anl rate 
which is insensitive to t.hc cxtcmal speech rat.c and t.o tcrnporally nonunifonn properties 
like rnisrnatc:h rc~set. or resonance. That is why FLMP is typically used to descrilw catc•gory 
bonndaric:; usinr\ the aiLernativcs li ami /,, ratl1cr than elapsed tirnc I, as t.hc indcpcndcnl. 
variable. 
iVIassaro and Cohen (1991) have argued that FLM I' is 1norcc parsin1onious and gives bet-
ter data fits than rnodcls like THACF (Mc:Clclla.nd and Elman, 1986) and is thus preferable. 
Cutting et, al. (1992) ancl Pitt (Hl\Jfla, J 9%b) have argued that FLiVIP's parsirnony is of a 
type that allows it to fit data all too well, without regard to the fact that it rna.y equally well 
fit data with clifl'crcnt, even contradictory, processing irnplications. For example, to show 
how bottom-up infonnation J; frorn an initial speech scgrncnt and top-clown context ci from 
the following speech segrnent interact, Massaro and Oden ( 1995) simply cornputc /;ci. No 
analysis is given of' how the system knows how to do this or why, for cxa.rnplc, other cmnbina-
tions :;uch as f;c; arc not al:;o compnted. More generally, the definition' of the feature./; and 
context c:i are not given internal structure. For exa.mple, in the case of phone.mic restoration, 
what arc the "features" in the noise that precedes "eel" in "noise-eel"? Arc they individual 
spectral components? If' not, then how can they be rnuliiplicativcly rnatchccl to select only 
tho:;c spect.ral cornponcnts that arc consistent with the prototype? However, in applications 
of FLMP to the present, the features have not been spectral components. Likewise, it is not 
clear bow FLlvlP conld simulate nontrivial temporal properties of' speech, snch as the I .50 
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msec shift of the /ib/-/ba/ category boundary in Figure 4 or the separate boundaries given 
different mean silent intervals. Without. interna.l representations a.ncl temporal dynamics 
to constrain a. model such as FLlVIP, it must rcrnain a funda.mcntally incomplete model of 
cognitive processing, notwithstanding its proven ability to Jit sorrrc speech data. very well. 
'fhe interactive activation model (JAM) of letter perception (lvlcCielland and Rumelhart., 
1981; Rurnclha.rl and :McC!cllancl, 1982) and the Tl\i\CE model of speech perception (i'vlc-
C:Iellancl and Elman, 198Ci) are closely related, both historically and conceptually, to AH'f 
rnodds, but also exhibit sonre notable diiferences. As in Grossberg (1978a), !Alvl posited 
bottorn-up and top-clown iniluenccs on lct.ter perception. Unlike AH'l', the 1981··82 version of 
JAM posited different connections and processing levels than clicl Cross berg (197Sa). ln par-
ticular, Ii\!VI i\.ssumed that both excitatory and inhibitory connections exist between levels, 
such that (say) conrpa.t.iblc letters excite target words whereas incornpatible leU.crs inhibit 
target words. Jn addition, JAM posited separate phoneme, letter, and worcllevcls of process-
ing. In all AH'l' models (e.g. Grossberg, HJ7(ib, 1980a), all connectiorrs between levels (both 
bot.l.onr-up and top--clown) arc excitatory, ancl all inhibitory connections arc contairH'd within 
a level. For purposes of langua.ge-related processing, the levels represent items in working 
nrernory ancl list chunks (Grossberg, 1978a), ratlwr than letters and words. 
The A HT processing levels and conm'ctions arc prdera.ble to those of lAM because the 
latter cannot stably learn their lcttc:r and word rcprc.scntations, and arc incompatible witlr 
various data about letter recognition, as was pointed out in Grossberg (UJ81J, 1987). Given 
how things later turned out., it is of sornc int.eresll.ha.t these deficiencies of IJ\iVI were pointed 
out to the authors as early as I ~JSO, lra.lf a year before tire IA\,1 articles were suiJrnittcd for 
publication. In Uw letter C:rossberg (HJ80b) to .Jay \'icCiellancl, it. was noted that l.hc !\HT 
rnoclel in C:rosslwrg (I D78a) "(I) explains Lire boundary effects on word recognition as part or 
a. theory or how l.ernporal order infornration unrolcls throngh tinre ovc:r il.cm representations, 
(2) uses these patterned representations as a. basis for code (or chunk) learning, en shows 
how suhfields of chunks sensitive to diffcrentlengl.h lists rm1.sk each ol her using a principle of 
self"-sirnilaril.y as a. basis for resolving uncertain data, (11) explains how lhc feedback tern plates 
from words to letters a.rc: learn eel and nMtchcd against letter codes, (:"i) shows wiry familiar 
letters need to have word-like: rcpresc:ntn.Lions to distinguish bctwec:n representations thai 
arc rcsC'I. by rc:hearsal and representations thai. a.rc reset only by cornpctition rrom other 
representations. At bol.l.orn, [1\HT] differs from [li\i\11] by showing how constraints on learning 
a,}l(l code stability force the la.ws for cornpctit.ion too." This connmrnication was inspired by 
Lire facl that the letter and word recognition analyses in C:rossiJC'rg ( 1978a) anticipa.l.cd tire 
data that li\llil was used to rnodel in a lecture that iV!cCldland gave at MIT in 1980. 
Several yca.rs later, tire li\J'd postulates were replaced by i\Jl'I postulatcsiu McClelland 
(J98:J) and ~'icC!elland and Elrnan (1\JSG). At t.lris time, McClelland (198:)) also rccorn-
nrcnclecltlrat Ji\M be viewed, not as a rnodcl. but as a franwwork in which one could avoid 
"worrying about tire plausibility of assuming that they provide an adequal.c: description ol" 
the actual irnplcrncnta.l.ion'' (p. 11111). This atl.ituclc was critici%ed in Grossberg (1987) bc-
uursc: it would prevent falsiiiability of a model. lArd could not. be disproved beu\.usc its 
postulates could be freely changed to t.ho::;e of other nrodcls, including earlier rnodels such 
as i\ HT. 
In particular, the McClelland and Elrnan ( 198Ci) speech model incorporated smnc basic 
A HT postulates: "unit::; on different levels thai. arc rnutually consistent have rrrul.ually excita-
tory connections while units on the SiHnc level that arc inconsistent have rnul.ually inhibitory 
conrwctions. The inl.cractive a.ct.ivation rnodcl included inhibitory connecl.ions between [lc:v-· 
els] ... morc recent versions ... elirninatc these bcl.wecn ·level inhibil.ory connections, since these 
connections can interfere with successful usc of pa.rl.ial infonnal.ion. This feature of Tlli\CJ,: 
plays il vc:ry important role in its ability to sirnulatc a number of empirical phenomena." 
(M.cC:Jelland and Elman, FJ86, pp. 10-12). On the other hand, 'I'RACE makes other as· 
surnptions that would rnakc it very harcl for it to explain tire type of data discussed herein 
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and in earlier ARI' language analyses; e.g., Cohen and Grossberg ( 1986) and Grossberg 
(1978a, 1978b, 1986). 
A key problem of 'l'HACE is that "it requires rnassive duplication of units and connec-
tiono, copying over and over again the connection patterns that. determine which features 
activate which phonemes and which phonemes activate which words" (p. 77). This happens 
in 'J'HACE because it posits that each event is recopied multiple tirncs at every moment, 
or "time slice", during which it occurs. 'J'hc TltACE rnodel thus docs not operate in real 
tirne. It docs not treat time as an independent variable. Rather, it treats time as a struc-
tural variable that is used to separate events into different time slices. As a result, 'l'RACE 
cannot ana.lyse variable-rate speech, as in the Hepp (1\JSO) data. ](.is also not possible for 
the rnodel to understand genera.li:.oation effects, as they arc usually understood, because each 
word reprcsentiltion lras rnultiple copie;; on multiple Lime slicco. Indeed "there is a unit for 
every word in every tirnc slice" (p. 18). Learning is also rendered difficult for the sarnc 
reason. In particular, how would learning of a representation on one time slice influence a 
rcprc:'.;;cntation of the~ sarm~ information on another l.irne slice? 
'l'lre dynamical equations u;;ccl by lAM and 'J'HACE arc related to tire shunting equations 
used in AllT, as McCiellancl and Humdhart (J'J81) and McClelland and Elrnan (J98Ci) both 
note. As in the shunting equation (1), the 'l'll!\CE dynamical equations describe activations 
that rernain hounded due to rnull.iplicat.ion by shunting terms. llowcver, (.he 'fH.ACE c;qua-
tions were modified so that Lhc:;y do not han: a plausible neural interpretation al)(] lose the 
rnain property of the shunting on-center off-surmund networks; narnc:ly, the Alrl.' eqttaLions 
compute rc1t.ios of their inputs and do not ;;aturatc when the total input. becomes large. 
These properties arc crucial for designing working mernories that can explain temporal order 
data and whose activation paHcrns can be ;;tably learned by list chunks (Braclski, Ca.rpentcr, 
and C:rosobcrg, 10lJ2, 1\JCJ!l, Grossberg, 197:1, I\J78a, 1978b). THACV loses thcc;c properties 
bccauc;e i.hc smn :L = 1:;- f of excitatory inputs /;'and inhibitory inputs-/ to a cell with 
activity :t is nnlitiplied in 'J'HACJ•; by a shunting term (3- :c) if :L is positive, and by a 
;;hunting Lcnn -(:1: -+·'!)if :Lis negative. This discrete switch bcLwcen (.enns (,(] ·- :t·) and 
- (iii + ;·) has no obvious physical i nt.crpret.at. ion. Due to this swi Lch i ng term, iii rcrn ai ns 
hounded between the values {3 and -';, but beco1nes in;;cmitivc to F a.ncl I as :L becomes 
large in absolute value. In contrast, w.i in (I) clcJCs not lose its sensitivity to input ratios as 
the total input becomes large. This is lwcause the excita.tory on-center inputs in (I) multiply 
the shunting tc'nn (/3 -·· w.f) while the inhibitory off'.;;urround terms sinncltancously rnult.iply 
the shunting tenn ·-1u1. Only then arc the two t.c:rms summccl. ln suJnnlill')', adding lc a]](] 
-1 inputs bc;forc shunting them leads to qualitatively different properties than shunting thcn1 
individually before adding them. 
The 'J'H.ACE rnodel omits two of the rnost irnporta11(, AHT mcchanisnJ;; for building a 
more complete theory of ;;pcech and language processing. ln particular, TIL\CF docs not 
develop mechanisms of resonance a.nd reset. 'file authors clairn that "it keeps straight what 
occurred when in the speech strcarn" (p. 7rl ), but it docs this only at the price of replicating 
all events and their rcpresental.ious in rnultiple tinw slicc:;s. Despite this maneuver, Uw rnodcl 
cannot explain significant backward effects in tirnc over silc;nt intervals. lnclcccl, silence is 
itself treated as feature that is input to the network into a new tirne slice at each JnonJc•nt 
when silence occur;;. Such a rigidly clocked silence cannot natmally cxplaiu tire 150 n1sec 
shift in the category boundaries dcscribc~d in Hcpp (1980) and simulated herein. ln contrast, 
a concept of resonance: allow;; fusion events, as in the [iba] percept of Fip;urc; 1], to span an 
unusually long silence: interval, and allows future data., such as [g] in the percept [iga.] to 
influence past input activations bdorc they reach resonance. 
'l'he two types of /\l(f reset category collapse and mismatch reset also do not occur 
in TH.1\CE. 'T'hcse rc;;et rncchanisms clarify how resonances can be terminated despite the 
positive feedback that occurs clue to bottom-up and top-clown excitatory signals. In contrast, 
'J'RACE has no natural real-time mechanisms for re:;etting representations. lnsteacl, it treats 
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silence as a. structural feature which can be nsccl to inhibit non-silent representations via 
lateral inhibition from silence nodes to other nodal representations. 
'TRACE also docs not implement an AH'I' rnatching rnle. For example, "H higher levels 
insist thai a particnlar phoneme is present, tlwn the nnit for that phoneme can be activated 
... ; then the learning rncchanisrn can 'retune' the detector ... " (p. 75). 'l'his property irnplics 
that learning in the TRACE model, were it ever irnplcmcntccl, would be nnstablc through 
Lime (Carpenter and Crossberg, 1987a; Crossberg, ICJ80). This way of using top-clown 
feedback also implies that 'l'HACE cannot ex11la.in phonemic rcc;toration data, as in Section I, 
in which silence remains silent. after top-clown feedback acto, and a red need c;c(. of c;pcctral 
components in a noic;c inpnt Jcacl.s to a correspondingly degrac\ccl consonant oonncl. 
'J'he authors of TIV\CE are aware of oomc of these difficulties. 'fhcy end their arLielc by 
noting that a "fundament,al deficiency of 'l'HACl,: is that. it, rcquircc; rnac;sive duplication of 
unite;. Jlowcver, it. remains nccesc;ary to keep c;traight. t,hc relative temporal location of dif-
ferent...activations ... we need t.o have it both ways ... so that we call eont,inuc to acconnnoda.tc 
both left ami right contextual ell"ccts" (p. 77). TIU\CE usee; c;omc basic AKI' postulates to 
pa.rtially accornplish thio. On the other bane\, by not. incorporating a true rcoonanc:c event, 
and all that. goes with it, the 'l'Ri\CE mcHlcl loc;c:s the ability to opern.tc in real time and to 
sdf-organi~e. We suggcc;t, as in Grossberg (Hl78a, Ul8G) that many of thec;e problcnlS vanish 
when a. speech percept is analysed as a resonant wave. Then silence can be intcrprcV•d as 
<1 ternporal c\ic;continuit.y in the rec;onanl wave, rat.lwr than as a bnilt-in c;ilencc feature in a 
hard-wired c;eries of time c;\icco. 
13. Discussion: How General are Resonant Dynamics in the Brain? 
This article dec;cri bee; and sirnulaLcc; the A HTP Jl ONE neural nct.work model for rate-
invariant phonetic perception that qnantitativcly develops ac;pccts of the speech and won\ 
rccognit,ion rnoc\el int.rodnccd in Grossberg (l'l78a, l<JSG); also :occ c:ollcn and Groc;sbcrg 
(UJ8G) ;llHI Grossberg and Stone (I'J8Ci). The All'J'l'lJONE model nses \ic;L clmnking nodes 
t.hat categorize scquencec; of phonetic itcrns while supporting the storage of consic;tent items 
in working nwnlory uc;ing top .. c\own feedback. Feedback to working mcrnory nodes, in turn, 
increases bottom-up input. to the a.c;c;ociatcd \ic;L nodec;, leading to a rec;onant. responc;e iden-
tified with t.hc speech percept.. 
The long-lasting resonance t.irne scale provides an ex plana.!. ion of why the geminate cat-
egorical curves in Figure 11 are shifted 1:)0 ulsec beyond those of the cluster curves. 'file 
collapse of resonant rcc;ponsec; due to habit.uat.ion he\pc; to account for the finite oiMll of 
conscious JWrccpts in general and the single-geminate boundary in particular. An earlier 
version of t.lw rnoclcl, briefly reported in lloarclrnan, Cohen, anc\ GrooolJerg (19():3), could not 
explain the I flO rnscc shift of the categorical boundary in the gerninatc case bccauc;c it did 
not incorporate AHT' rcoonant rnatching. 
In the cluster case, when new input:;, such as /g/, arc inconc;ist.cnt with an active cx-
pcctat.ion, such as that of /b/, as reflected in the pattern of top-clown feedback, (.hen active 
li:;t chunh are rapidly reset, thereby explaining how the rcoonancc tirnc scale is actively cut 
short in the cluster case. Network activation rates are also globally modulated bac;cd on a 
running average of input signal density so that the tirne required to segregate or integrate 
response:; scales with nwan input prec;cntation rate. Thec;c properties allow computer c;irn-
ulationc; of the model to closely approximate human snbjcct performance in psychophyc;ical 
discriminations of stop-conc;onant pairs. 
The rnodcl sirnulation will be further extended in the future to include rnultiple c;c:alec; 
for list nodes. List nodes for list c;i~es greater than one arc, for example, needed to aclclrcss 
the "gray chip'"/"grcat ship" clichotorny reported by H.cpp el. al. (1978). 'J'he list nodc:c; 
would then, as c;ugger;ted in Grossberg (J98Ci), incorporate multiple c;calc chunking network 
properties, also called rnasking Jicld properties, that were referred to in Section 2. Uc;ing such 
an enha.nccd network, a Jist category node for /grct/ could mask the nodes for /grc/ under 
:32 
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conditione; that oupport activation of the /t/ itern. It would then be possible to investigate 
the role of segment duration ancl speaking rate on grouping dynamics for c;cveraJ list lengths. 
'fhc central message of the present c;imulations is to illustrate how a model wherein con· 
scious speech is an emergent property of a resonant process can be used to quantitatively 
explain dif!icult psychornctric. data about variable-rate speech catcgori~ation. Such data ex·· 
ernplify what Bregman ( 1990) hac; called the schem;r-/Jascc/ c;egregation process, to distinguish 
it frorn the prjnJjUve streaming proccc;s whereby multiple acoustic sources can be segrr)gatecl 
frorn one another uoing cue,; such as pitch and location, as in the cocktail party problem. 
Prim.itive streaming data have recently been nwdclcd using a neural architecture, called the 
AH1'STRI,:AiVI rnodel, in which Al(f resonant dynamics again obtain, here bc.twecn multi· 
pic spcct.ra.l representations and pitch representation,; of acoustic data (Covinclarajan c/. a!., 
HHJtl). 
In the AH'I'S'J'REi\iVl model, the incorning auditory signal gets preprocessed by the 
cars' mechanical and neurophysiological filters, which divide oOUJJds into groups of similar 
frequencies. T'hc spectral, or frequency, components of a sound otrcan1 serve ao ir1puts for 
multiple spectral strcarn layers, which each convert, the incorning signal into a spatial map 
of frcqucncieo. As a result, a specific sound activates a specific spatial pat.tcrn of <1Ctivation 
acroos the spectral stream cells of allrnoclcl streams. This rcprc;;cntation io analogous to the 
working nremory of the AH'fl'IIONE rnoclcl. 
Each spectral strcarn layer cmi(,s bottonHIJl signals to its pitch strearn layer, which plays 
tire role of the category layer in the i\H'I'PUONE model. Between layers, the bottonr·IIJl 
pat.liways act like a type of harmonic sieve that. filters the spectrurn so that. only certain 
lmnnonically rclat.cd rreq11cncies can activate a pitch node within each pitch strc;lllr. The 
filtered hottorn-up signals activate multiple representations or a oound's pitch across the 
several streanr;; at. the pitch strearn level. 'l'hcse pit.ch representations conrpete to select a 
single winning pitch node, which bccorncs active rn11ch as at tire list chunking layer or t.he 
i\HTI'IIONE rnodel. 
Tire winning pitch node inhibits the redundant pitch representations in ot.lwr pitch 
c;trcanrs, as it sends top-clown matching signals back to ito spectral stream level. These t.op 
clown signals realize tire J\ll'l' rnat.ching rule by exciting spectral nodes whose hannonically 
related rrcquencics arc consistent. with the selected pitch, and inhibiting all other frequencies 
within its streanr. i\s a result only tlrosc spect.ralnodcs that receive simultanc'ou;; bottonHrp 
and top-down ;;ignals can remain active within t.hat stream. This leads to a opec:t:ral-pitdJ 
resonance within the stream of t.lic winning pit clr noel c. 
This resonance binds together tlw frcqnency components that correspond to an auditory 
oourcc with a prescribed pitch. All the oUflprcosccl frr•quenc:y corrrponcnto in this stream arc 
then freccl to activate other spectral strearno ancl to resonate with a different pit.ch nocle in a 
different pitch strcarn. 'l'hc net reoult is rnult.iplc SJWCtral-pitch reoonanccs, each selectively 
grouping together the frequencies that correspond to a distinct auditory oource. The nrodcl 
shows ow a given stream can track changc.s through t.irne in each source's pitch in a manner 
that sirnulatcs poychophysical data,. 
In summary, both the AIU'STREAJVI and AH'I'PllONI'; n1odcls employ sirnilar resonant 
dynarnics that arc opeciali2cd to deal with the difrcrcnt invariant properties of the inputo 
that they procc;;s. it. therefore appears that resonant matching processes may play a role 
at rnultiplc lcvclo of auditory and speech processing to construct colwrcnt representations of 
acoustic objects from tire jurnblc or noise and hannonics that relentlessly born bards our cars 
throughout life. 
I! ow generally do sirnilar resonant dynanrics occur in other brain syst.crns? T'o approach 
this question, it. is inrportant to rr~ali~e that i\JrL' dynamics have been proposed lo c;olvc the 
general stabilit.y-plast.icity dilcrnrna of how the brain can rapidly learn new information with· 
cn1t being forced into catastrophica.lly forgetting previouoly learned information (Grossberg, 
1980). 'I'his hypothesis raises t.he question or whether similar Arn' principle;; and mecha-
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nisms arc used to enable other brain systems than the auditory system to adapt to their 
changing input environments, perhaps with spccia.lized properties that have evolved to cope 
with the different invariant properties of the inputs experienced by these systcnrs. Grossberg 
( 19~J:'i) has reviewed evidence that, inc\cecl, Alrl' mechanisms of attentive top-clown matching 
ancl resonance arc also employed in brain systcrns for early vision, visual object recognition, 
sonri\toscnsory recognition, anc\ adaptive sensory-motor contml. 'I'hc ability of AHT' systerns 
to ra.pidly and stably learn in real tinw to recognize largr) arnount;; of inforrrration in rc;;ponsc 
to a mpidly changing cnvironrncnt has i\l;;o led to their usc in a wide variety of technolog-
ical apjllications, ranging from airplane design and rnedical c\ata base prediction t.o remote 
sensing and the control of mobile robots; sec Carpenter and Grossberg (1\YH, 1995) for some 
reference::;. 
An exciting prospect for fut.mc research is to develop a. precise understanding of how lhc 
shared organiY.ation principles in all tlrc brain systerns that undergo recognition learning, 
categorization, and prediction have been spccia.liY.cd through evolution, development, and 
learning for processing their own types of cbla.. No less exciting is lhc prospc'ct that the 
existence of snell similar dynamics across modalities, and across levels ol' processing within 
modalities, prornisc to clarify how the brain integrates multiple somccs of information into 
unified rnomcnts of conscious experience. 
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